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Amanda 

Moxley
amoxley11@apu.edu (916) 622-7930 Female Moving back down to Azusa this 

spring for my last semester of 

grad school and need a place to 

stay from January till May 

graduation. Not looking to pay 

more than then$700 including 

utilities. TIA

10/19/2020

58.00

Jamie Panchuk jamie.panchak@gmail.c

om

(408) 438-2159 Female I'm starting grad school at APU in 

January but I don't want to spend 

a lot on rent so I'm open to 

splitting a room either a double or 

a triple. I'm very social and love 

being active outdoors. I'm hoping 

to find a fun and sweet group of 

girls.

10/23/2020

54.00

Katie Kohlbush  kkohlbush19@apu.edu (805) 305-5570 Female Hi! I'm a 27 year old graduate 

student in the ELM program at 

APU. Looking for a calm, peaceful 

environment to live.

12/14/2020

2.00

Elyse Ong elyseong20@apu.edu (925) 395-3329 Female Hello! I am an incoming graduate 

nursing student in the APU ELM 

program. I was hoping to find 

housing by late April/early May. 

Please let me know if there are 

any openings, I would love to chat 

with you about further details!

12/16/2020

0.00

Liability and Fraud

This list is provided as housing assistance to students and other constituents of Azusa Pacific University only. APU and Asset 

Management assume no responsibility for the satisfaction of rental situations. ADVERTISERS ARE NOT SCREENED. Should you 

suspect that an advertisement is a fraud, contact us as soon as possible. We reserve the right to remove and revoke any advertiser’s 

privileges at any time. We do not screen tenants or landlords; we exclusively list. We urge parties to require complete application, 

credit report, and copy of student ID card as verification, if applicable, from applicant prior to any renting activity.
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